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MISSION SUMMARY 

 
 

On this mission the player will be tasked with locating and retrieving 
information from a hacked security robot, also known as the VIP. The VIP has 
been collecting information while patrolling a government estate and has 
acquired evidence that is critical to bring a corrupt politician to justice. The 
VIP will not look any different from the other patrolling security robots, so the 
player is required to locate it by special means. In order to locate the VIP, it is 
required that the player gains access to the server room in the security 
building. The player can either force open the door to the server room, 
alerting enemy forces in the process, or locate the key somewhere nearby. 
Once access to the server room has been achieved, the player can then locate 
the GPS signal being emitted by the VIP. The VIP is located inside of the main 
building, where the player should be extra cautious in order to remain being 
spotted during a stealth playthrough. Following this, the player can then 
reach the correct robot, retrieve the information, and escape the premises by 
any means necessary. If the player accidentally defeats the VIP in combat, they 
can still loot the data from it afterwards. 

There are many trees, hedges and other structures in the area that 
have the potential to provide cover to the player, encouraging them to use 
stealth. The player also has the option to use the old sewage system to get 
into the estate without alerting guards. Inside of the security building the 
player can acquire heavier firepower in order to make quick work of enemies 
during an aggressor playthrough. 

In order to win, the player must successfully interact with the VIP and 
escape the area. The player will lose if they are defeated in combat. 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vFtncbJOunhUDPgEOw88MyKIBX6vmZVC/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YMoAtvowfGpb6TwIvglrl_nnxulgj5x2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qCwDrJ0pLYWwF9ynqKzodp2Mxh-uo82r/view?usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cVaXhicSpbjenxSQO4SBxMLpcQuZWXDK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VYG8dkK1UAgvvY_iKkPldvJDomAtWIOY/view?usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/19a8sS7ig7oVoIxyN2vzsPkzJNu7fqXwY/view?usp=sharing


WALKTHROUGH - AGGRESSOR 
 

 
A. Approaching from the south-east of the map, begin by opening fire on 

the guards by the southern main road. 
a. The cars in the parking lot can be used as cover from enemy fire. 

B. Once safe to do so, head around the side of the security building, using 
the open window to get inside. 

C. Inside of the security building’s armory the player can obtain a minigun. 
With this they should be able to make quick work of any resistance 
moving forward. (See Walkthrough Map Note #8) 

D. Using the minigun, eliminate the security robot inside of the building, 
along with any others in the area. 

E. Break down the door to the server room and connect to the servers in 
order to locate the VIP. (See Walkthrough Map Note #4) 

F. Head north to the main building and eliminate any resistance that may 
be present inside. 

a. The VIP will recognize the player and will not open fire, instead 
continuing on its regular patrol path. (See Walkthrough Map Note 
#6) 

G. Interact with the VIP and obtain the information required to complete 
the mission. 

H. Stopping in the governor’s private lounge, collect the riches waiting 
there. (See Walkthrough Map Note #7) 

I. Flee the area using the open window on the western side of the building. 
a. The robot guard patrolling the side of the building may still be 

operational. If this is the case, eliminate it using the minigun. 
J. Continuing westward, escape the area. 
K. Mission Complete! 
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WALKTHROUGH - STEALTH 
 

 
A. Approaching from the south-west, use the forest as cover in order to 

reach the storage building undetected. 
B. Going around the back of the building, the player can use the open 

window. 
a. From the window, the player can use a silenced weapon to take 

out the security camera above the door. (See Walkthrough Map 
Note #2) 

C. Once the building is secure, enter through the window and grab the key 
that provides access to the backdoor of the main building. (See 
Walkthrough Map Note #1) 

D. Exiting through the storage building front door, head west and then 
north, following the path around the side of the main building. 

a. Wait for the security robot to be facing away and then eliminate 
quietly. 

E. Head to the back of the main building and unlock the door. From here 
proceed with caution, as there are multiple robots patrolling the 
building. 

F. Quietly eliminate the robot patrolling the eastern side of the building. 
Be sure to do this as it is heading towards the governor’s office so that 
the other patrols do not spot you. 

G. Retrieve the passcode for the security server room from the office. (See 
Walkthrough Map Note #3)  

H. Exit through the front door, using stealth to take out the guard in front 
of the door. 

a. Make sure to do this as the nearby patrol is facing away. 
I. Eliminate the robot patrolling the front of the building. 

a. The player can use the hedges in front of the building to wait for 
the best time to strike. 

J. Head down the eastern pathway to the security building and enter 
through the front door. Eliminate the patrolling robot once inside. 

K. Using the passcode, enter the server room and access the server to 
locate the VIP. (See Walkthrough Map Note #4) 

L. Exit the security building from the front door and return to the main 
building. At this point the VIP will comply and provide you with the 
information. (See Walkthrough Map Note #6) 

M. Exit the main building through the unlocked back door, taking the road 
west and then south down the path. 

N. Continuing westward, escape the area. 
O. Mission Complete! 
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WALKTHROUGH - PACIFIST 
 

 
A. Approaching from the south-west, use the forest as cover until you 

reach the estate. 
B. Take the north up the side of the main building. Use the hedges along 

the path to avoid being spotted by the patrolling security robot. 
C. Enter the main building through the open window. From here proceed 

with caution, as there are multiple robots patrolling the building. 
D. Avoiding the first patrol, enter the governor’s lounge and take the riches 

waiting there. (See Walkthrough Map Note #7) 
E. Continue using stealth to get past the patrols in the building.  

a. One of these patrols is the VIP. The player does not have security 
access yet and will be fired upon if spotted. (See Walkthrough 
Map Note #6) 

F. Enter the western hallway, going through the kitchen and dining room in 
order to avoid being spotted by the patrolling robot. 

G. Obtain the passcode for the security server room from the governor’s 
office. (See Walkthrough Map Note #3) 

H. Get around the security robot patrolling the western hallway by once 
again using the kitchen and dining room. 

I. The back door can be unlocked from the inside. Do this and continue 
east towards the hedge maze. 

J. Find the exit to the hedge maze. 
a. A lost wallet with some money to loot can be found at the center 

of the maze. (See Walkthrough Map Note #9) 
K. Once on the other side of the maze, head down the eastern pathway to 

the security building and enter through the front door. Avoid the robot 
patrolling the inside of the building. 

L. Using the passcode, enter the server room and access the server to 
locate the VIP. (See Walkthrough Map Note #4) 

M. Exit the security building and return to the hedge maze, going through 
it again to the back door of the building. 

N. Enter the main building. At this point the VIP will comply and provide 
you with the information. (See Walkthrough Map Note #6) 

O. Exit the main building through the unlocked back door and head down 
the manhole to the old sewer system. Follow the sewers south until you 
reach the exit and escape the area by heading west. (See Walkthrough 
Map Note #5) 

P. Mission Complete! 
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